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The Cao Ä•Ã i Religion is the peace remedy . Harmony of the Universe . Universal fraternity - part 1 .
Universal fraternity - part 2 . Compassion . Compassion & Justice . The governing law and power of the
Universe . The DiÃªu TrÃ¬ Festival . Our duty to the Mother Buddha . His Holiness Jesus Christ's Day
The Cao Ä•Ã i Religion and Peace
Guardian of Religious Law) Pham Cong Tac the Cao Dai creation story, with details on the powers of the
Mother Goddess, and the responsibilities of her Muses. According to the Cao Dai cosmology, before the Big
Bang there was the "Dao," the infinite, nameless, formless, unchanging, eternal source.
The Mother Goddess of the Cao Dai Religion - cesnur.org
Compassion ()Compassion & Justice ()Great courage, strength and compassion ()The governing law and
power of the Universe ()The relationship between His children and the Supreme Being ()The DiÃªu TrÃ¬
Festival ()His Holiness Jesus Christ's Day ()The dharma of altruism and happiness ()Explanation of the two
sentences (...
The Cao Ä•Ã i Religion and Compassion
12 CAO DAI, A RELIGION OF UNITY HUM DAC BUI (M.D.) & NGASHA BECK 13 CHAPTER 1 CAODAI,
THE MESSAGE ***** What is CaoDai? CaoDai is a unique religion originating in Southeast Asia, which
recognizes God as Source of the Universe and all souls, origin of all religions, Who manifested differently in
different epochs and is called by myriad Names.
CAO DAI, OUT OF MANY, ONE A RELIGION OF UNITY
CAO DAI. Cao Ä•Ã i is a syncretistic, monotheistic religion officially established in the city of TÃ¢y Ninh,
southern Vietnam in 1926. The religion combines Buddhism, Christianity, Taoism, Confucianism and Islam.
CAO DAI | Religious Belief And Doctrine | Religious
Caodaism is the Dai Dao or great religion of this period. A Cao Dai army was established in 1943 during the
Japanese occupation of Indochina. After the war the Cao Dai was an effective force in national politics; it first
supported, then opposed, Premier Ngo Dinh Diem.
Cao Dai - ReligionFacts
The official name of Cao Dai religion is Dai Dao Tam Ky Pho Do that means "the third Great Universal
Religious Amnesty". It will be a period of intense religious activity that will see God and humanity united in
ways not yet imagined.
Caodaism: A Syncretistic Religion of Vietnam | Md Shaikh
The Supreme Being in Caodaism is known as Cao Dai (literal translation: "High Tower" referring to the
spiritual place from which God reigns). Caodaists believe that Cao Dai is the same Supreme Being that is
part of all the other major world religions, but avoid labelling God with earthly attributes such as gender or
personality.
Caodaism Beliefs - What are the beliefs of the Cao Dai
Cao Dai is the third largest religion in Vietnam after Buddhism and Roman Catholicism. Estimates of
followers in Vietnam is about 2-6 million, or around 2%. Estimates of followers oversea is about 30,000.
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Cao Dai - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Caodaism (Vietnamese: Ä•áº¡o Cao Ä•Ã i, Chá»¯ nÃ´m: é•“é«˜è‡º) is a monotheistic syncretic religion
officially established in the city of TÃ¢y Ninh in southern Vietnam in 1926. The full name of the religion is
Ä•áº¡i Ä•áº¡o Tam Ká»³ Phá»• Ä•á»™ (The Great Faith [for the] Third Universal Redemption).
Caodaism - Wikipedia
Bahai Faith, Catholicism, Protestantism, Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, the Pure Land Buddhist Home Practice, the Four
Debts of Gratitude, the Threefold Enlightened Truth Path, and the Threefold Southern Tradition.
VIETNAM 2013 INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM REPORT - State
The Cao Dai (VietNam Magazine 1972) [pdf] The Cao Dai Religion (by Van Nhan, VietNam Magazine
1974)[pdf] Fundamentals of Caodaism (Rt. Rev. Minh Ly) [pdf] Esoteric Practice Teachings of BÃ¡t NÆ°Æ¡ng
DiÃªu TrÃ¬ Cung A Brief Introduction to Caodaism / Trinh Ngoc Tuy
Tu Sach Dai-Dao / Caodai Text Books
Cao Dai (also Caodaism or Caodaiism) is a syncretistic, monotheistic religion, officially established in the city
of TÃ¢y Ninh, in the South of French-occupied Vietnam in 1926. Cao Dai is the religion's shortened
The sphere inside the TÃ¢y Ninh Holy See, a symbolism of
1997 Sectâ€•. Cao Dai followers who do not submit themselves to this sect are banned from practicing their
religion. I am a member of the Popular Council of Cao Dai Religion. We re-established the Popular Council of
Cao Dai Religion in 2008 in order to eventually restore the true Cao Dai religion that was founded in 1926.
We do not accept the leadership of Cao Dai 1997 Sect.
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